
 
Day 15 - 1 November - Cross Validation and K-Nearest Neighbor 
 
Agenda:




Cross Validation
•
K-Nearest Neighbor
•


























































































Model Validation






























































































trained

Suppose you
have multiple predictors you

are choosing between How do you select the

best one

Eg Ridge regression parameter

man
11Y Koll't XIII

which value of X should you choose

hyperparameter

Ideally Use validation data

Dataset TrainitEstyvalidan
USE to train use to tone Ise to evaluate

hyperparameters final method

min I E dry far
X ptrodictor w

hyperparameter X

Challenges Neal data for validation

Neal independent data for test

data is often expensive



K-fold Cross Validation


































































































Chap 7 of Hastie

l
folds

I
train on all

avg over data not in
Each the fold containing
datapoint ith data point

Equivalently average over k folds of the
average loss on each fold when trained
on all other folds






































































































typer
parameter

tuning

How to choose of folds

If KIN have to solve N problems

Expensive
low bias high Variance

If K toosmall not enough data used

for training model

Compromise k 5 or 10









































The predictor screening step uses all of the data.  When training each model for cross-
validation, this means each of those models will have trained on the test data that was left out. 
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Knearestneighbor KNNl
Method for regression classification

Idea Find k closest training Examples
and average them do a majority vote

ÉÉ yo yo w trend Yoo 1 m

predictor pry c X S k Entire
train data

Na set of indices i
of the k nearest
Xi to X

Y X most common value
of Yi among k nearest
Values of Xi to X

Distance measured by la norm for
alternative of your choice



2 Class

Example

RI

k 15

I



3 Class Example

Decision boundary for Bayes Classifier

Bayesclassifior
Assume Ny follows a Joint distribution

Trx argmyax Pry X

I
Bayes Classifier gives most likely class

of y given X Can't compute this as

underlying dist is Unknown



KNNandbiasvariancetradeof
What is the effect of different values of k

If k too small If k too large

Bias or low
Bias High or

variance High or
Variance or low

Error
Train

Test

t

I i k

How do you find k



Regressionwithkhearestneighbory

Training data hi Yi on en w Xie Rd YoG IR

Prediction D I Yi
ieNn

Nn set of indices i
of the k nearest
Xi to X

Bias Variance tradeoff for regression

Consider a model Yo hexilt Ei w Ei No of

true response function

Bias E Jul how Entail half

I Inherit half
If k fixed and n so

IEE he low bias



If kin and not high bias

Entail a average of h

Variance

Varijixll Varf'RE YoJENN

Var Yi
JENN

I k variyi

É
Small k high variance

Large h low variance



Issue KNN may fail w high

dimensional data

Why Because all points in high dimensional

space are roughly equidistant

CURSEOFDIMENSIONALITY

Illustration
Consider a sphere of radius 1 in Rd

What fraction of the sphere's volume

is located inside radius I E

GII l eld
which is very small for large d

A randomly generated point in a ball

of radius r in high dim space is

almost certainly near its boundary


